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Abstract

This draft suggests an object-centric naming system including name space and name resolution system for the IOT environment. A name space is defined to cover diverse IOT objects. To consider scalability and distributed architecture, the format of the name space consists of object category, local name, domain name, and parameters. Then, registries and servers are introduced to manage mapping between identifier and object names with one-to-many relationship. Then, name registration and resolution using these registries and servers are described.
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1. Introduction

With the arriving of Internet of things (IOT) which refers to the connection of billions of physical devices around the world to the Internet, the naming system including name (or identifier) and resolution is considered as one of essential elements to name each IOT device [1]-[5].

Although the IP address is performing a primary role at the data plane as well as the control plane in legacy Internet architecture, it has generally a human-unfriendly. Thus, a human readable name space should be required for binding and resolution. The name space can be classified by "host-centric" as well as "object-centric". The host-centric name space names only host as shown in well-known Domain Name System (DNS) [2]. On the other hand, the object-centric name space can name diverse IOT objects such as user, file, device, service, content, context as well as host, as shown in Future Internet (FI) and Digital Object Architecture (DOA) [3]-[5]. This means that IOT objects would not be limited by the host. Hence, the name space should be designed with consideration of the scalability for tremendous IOT objects.

In addition, as the registration and resolution between name and identifier (or locator) has been required, a name resolution system should be also required in order to take care of the functions necessary to perform the management of mapping between name and identifier, including ensuring that names are unique, and managing the list of identifiers and names. According to the name resolution manner, the naming system can be classified by "lookup-by-name" and "route-by-name". The lookup-by-name based approach uses an indirection system as DNS. The naming system using lookup-by-name has been adopted for object-centric name space such as FI, DOA as well as host-centric name space such as DNS. The route-by-name based approach does not require an indirection system, that is, resolution
system and perform the name based routing.

In this draft, a naming system with an object-centric name space and a lookup-by-name based resolution system is suggested for the IOT environment. The main role of the name resolution system is that users can perform the resolution of IOT object names to get corresponding locator/identifier (and vice versa) for only the connection before communication, which is similar to the lookup-by-name method used for DNS, FI, DOA. Of course, in the future, the name resolution system is required for communication as well as connection, which is similar to the route-by-name method.

Firstly, a name space for diverse IOT objects is defined. To consider scalability and hierarchical architecture, the format of the name space consists of object category, local name, domain name, and parameters. Secondly, name registration and resolution are designed to manage mapping between IOT object names and locator/identifier with one-to-many relationship.

In general, the name space for the networking system defines the structure of the name system and the rules for creating names. The name space is the most abstract among main functions of a name resolution system. It is also the most fundamental part of the naming system, since it actually describes how the names are created.

2. A Name Space for Diverse IOT Objects

For a name space, diverse IOT objects are considered such as host, user, file, device, service, content, and more. In addition, the name space architecture will be hierarchical for the scalability and flat for the semantic, which can be represented by mixing the network access identifier (NAI)[6] and the uniform resource identifier (URI)[7]. Ultimately, the name space can consists of object category, local name, domain name, and parameter as follows:

<object category>://<local name>@<domain name>:<parameters>

- Object category : Category of IOT objects such as host, user, file, device, service, content, context, etc.
- Local name (Flat): Semantic name of object.
- Domain name (Hierarchical) : Name of domain where the user subscribes to the communication service for objects or the object is logically associated
- Parameters (Option) : Parameters can be appended according to object category

Example:

device://temperature@iot.com:sensor:room:peter:kpu-15073
- Object category: device
- Local name: temperature
- Domain name: iot.com
- Parameters: sensor, room, peter, kpu-15073 (Naming a sensor at Peter’s room with address 'kpu-15073')

device://air-conditioner@iot.ca.us:device:car:6vad286

- Object category: device
- Local name: air-conditioner
- Domain name: iot.ca.us
- Parameters: device, car, 6vad286 (naming an appliance inside a car with plate number ”6vad286"

content://billiejean.mp3@music.com:audio:Jackson

- Object category: content
- Local name: billiejean.mp3
- Domain name: music.com
- Parameters: audio, Jackson (Naming an audio file of singer ‘Jackson’)

Based on the designed name space, a name resolution system will be designed using indirection approach. Name registries, that is, name servers should be distributed according to IOT object categorization. For timely binding, a fast propagation mechanism of binding update should be required. In addition, for the resolution, a parsing mechanism for name should be also required.

3. A Name Resolution System

3.1 Components and Functions

In the suggested naming system, the name registration allows users to specify which identifier uses which object with object name (and vice versa). The name registration is coupled tightly with the object category used for object names. In addition to the name registration, the name resolution is also needed for user to find identifier that corresponds to object names for actual connection and communication. Actually, the name resolution is the most well-known aspect of name systems, because it is where most of the "heavy lifting" of a name system occurs[8]. The name space is generally set up once, and the name registration occurs only when object names must be created or changed. On the other hand, every user of a naming system instructs identifier he or she uses to perform the name resolution, hundreds or even thousands of times a day.

For the name registration and resolution in the suggested naming system, servers and registries are required and distributed.
Basically, there are IOT object name servers (IONSs) to manage mapping database between identifier (such as IP address) and object names. In addition, there are a couple of registries to manage these IONSs; domain name server registry (DNSR) and IOT object name server registry (IONSR). The DNSR stores and manages information on the binding between domain names and locators of IONSRs for corresponding domain. The IOSNR stores and manages information on the binding between IOT object categories and locators of IONSs in the same domain. The IONS stores and distributes information on the binding between identifier and object names with one-to-many relationship for corresponding object categories such as user, file, device, service, content, context, etc., of active hosts that belong to the administrative domain managed by the DNSR and IONSR.

3.2 Name Registration and Resolution

IOT objects register their identifiers with the IONS when they first connect to an edge network (i.e., when the user of the IOT object subscribes to the communication service). IOT objects also send identifier update requests to the IONS when they change their identifiers or other information. To register an IOT object name, a request must be made to have the name assignment added to the IONS. That is, IOT objects send name registration requests to the IONS when object names corresponding to identifier, and other information must be created or changed. The IONS thus stores dynamic information on object names and identifier that change often due to the activation of different objects. That is, the identifier is dynamically mapped to different object names with one-to-many relationship. The binding information about the IONSs stored in the IONSR and the IONSRs stored in the DNSR does not change frequently because IONSs and IONSRs are generally fixed nodes that are not changing their locators. The IONSs can be organized in a distributed structure, similar to that of DNS, for storing and retrieving static mapping information. Thus, the IONS record size does not grow as fast as the number of IOT objects. The smaller the size of the IONS mapping table, the faster the search and retrieval process for IONS records.

Consider the procedure of the suggested name system through an example that a correspondent IOT object (CIO) wants to communicate with a target IOT object (TIO) with the following object name:

device://temperature@iot.com:sensor:car:michelle:6VAD286

which is naming a sensor IOT object at Michelle’s car with plate number 6VAD286 and has a semantic name temperature and a domain name "iot.com". First of all, it is assumed that the TIO’s IONS must have registered its locator in the IONSR. In addition, for the name resolution of identifier and object names to be successful, the TIO must have performed the name registration of identifier and object
names with one-to-many relationship through the name registration procedure in Section 3.2. Dynamic information on one-to-many relationship of identifier and object names is stored in the IONS. Then, to communicate with the TIO, the CIO has to perform the name resolution to get corresponding identifier. The CIO can get the TIO’s identifier from the domain name lookup, the object category lookup, and the identifier lookup as follows.

Domain Name Lookup: The CIO first sends a domain name lookup query to the DNSR to get IONSR’s locator using the domain name part "iot.com". Then, the DNSR searches its record and finds IONSR’s locator and subsequently replies to the CIO.

Object Category Lookup: The CIO then sends an object category lookup query to the IONSR to get IONS’s locator using the object category device. Then, the DNSR searches its record and finds IONS’s locator and subsequently replies to the CIO.

Identifier Lookup: The CIO then sends identifier lookup query to the IONS to get corresponding identifier for the local name "temperature" with parameters "sensor", "car", "Michelle" and "6VAD286". Then, the IONS searches its record and then finds and subsequently replies to the CIO. After obtaining identifier of the TIO, the CIO can either directly start data communication.
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